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1. Introduction  

 

This Operator-Specific (OS) Procedure is intended to ensure that workers are not placed at 
risk of electric shock when watering steam locomotives and/or adding boiler feedwater 
treatment chemicals to locomotive tenders under electric traction wires.  
 
This Procedure is approved by the THNSW Rail Safety & Operations Manager and applies 
to steam locomotive hauled trains operated by THNSW in areas where electric traction 
operates.  

 

2. Responsibilities 

 

The Rail Safety & Operations Manager is responsible for ensuring that all relevant THNSW 
personnel receive instruction in this procedure and understand its application in the 
workplace.  
 
All personnel qualified as Rail Safety Workers (RSW), are responsible for ensuring that this 
procedure is followed. 
 
 

3. Related Documents 

 

ANGE 200    Walking in the Danger Zone 

. 

4. Scope 

 

This Procedure shall apply to all maintenance and operations personnel, in regards to the 
operation of all steam train operations conducted by Transport Heritage NSW in areas where 
electric traction operates (i.e. where 1,500 volt traction supply wires are erected over 
operating railway tracks), and specifically to the use of ‘under-wires’ water columns. 
 

 

5. Historical Background 

 

5.1. Under-wires water columns 

In the 1950s, when Sydney’s electrified rail network began to extend to outer suburbs while 
steam trains were still operating routinely on the network, a number of special water columns 
(probably replacing existing columns, or modifications of them) were installed around the 
metropolitan and outer suburban network to allow safe supply of water to steam locomotives 
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with no risk to personnel or equipment from contact between the jib of the water column and 
the electric traction supply wires or catenary (operating at 1,500 volts DC).  These special 
‘under-wires’ water columns were specifically designed to limit upward movement of the jib 
by positive stops built into the mechanism, so as to physically prevent the jib from coming 
within flashover distance of the electric traction wires. 
 
Under-wires water columns remain in use at several near-Sydney locations, specifically for 
use of heritage steam trains, and are maintained in service by Sydney Trains for that 
purpose.  Transport Heritage NSW also inspects these installations and carries out minor 
repairs on occasions, when necessary.  Columns exist at Gosford, Penrith and Waterfall, 
and these columns are used by THNSW on a reasonably regular basis. 
 

5.2. Adding boiler feedwater treatment chemicals to loco tenders 

It is usual practice to add chemicals or products to the water in steam locomotive tenders so 
as to inhibit scaling and corrosion of locomotive boilers.  On occasions, these feedwater 
treatment chemicals may be required to be added when the locomotive is under electric 
traction wires, usually when taking water from an ‘under-wires’ water column.  As this is a 
purely manual process, the water must be added via the trough attached to the water jib and 
not via climbing up on the back of the tender and pouring it in. 
 
  

6. Procedure 

 

6.1. General - Train preparation/operations/maintenance personnel: 

1. If the locomotive is to be operating under electric traction wires on its trip (and this is 
usually the case for main-line tours), make sure that the water filler hatch is left in 
the OPEN position when leaving the depot. 

2. If for some reason the water filler hatch is found to be closed when it is intended to 
take water or add feedwater treatment while under electric traction wires, 
EXERCISE EXTREME CAUTION in opening the hatch, to make sure that you do 
not come within ONE METRE of the wires. 

3. DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES CLIMB ONTO THE TENDER DECK 
while the locomotive is under electric traction wires (unless authorised by Sydney 
Trains via a written Access Permit that confirms that the traction supply has been 
switched off, and the wires have been de-energised and earthed).  

 

6.2. Watering at under-wire water columns - Train driver: 

1. When positioning the locomotive at the water column, make sure that no-one is in 
the DANGER zone until the locomotive is finally positioned and handbrakes applied. 

 

6.3. Watering at under-wire water columns - operations/maintenance 
personnel: 

1. At the water column, keep out of the DANGER zone until the locomotive is finally 
positioned and handbrakes applied. 
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2. Check the steps and structure of the water column platform to make sure it is safe to 
use.  If there are minor defects, warn others and take care to avoid trip hazards. 

3. Check the condition of the operating mechanism of the column, especially the 
mechanical stop that prevents the jib from rising high enough to come into close 
proximity to the electric traction wires, to make sure that it is serviceable. 

4. Make sure you have help to operate the column, especially if it is heavy to operate 
due to infrequent use, corrosion etc.  At least two people are normally required to 
operate the column. 

5. Appoint an observer (who, for example, could be the a member of the loco crew) to 
watch all movements of the water column jib, so as to warn you if there appears to 
be any risk that it will come too close to the wires.  Anything less than about 200 mm 
is too close.  This is a second line of defence, as the mechanical stop will normally 
prevent the jib from rising too high. 

 

6.4. Adding feedwater treatment to tenders - operations/maintenance 
personnel: 

1. DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES CLIMB ONTO THE TENDER DECK 
while the locomotive is under electric traction wires. 

2. Add the feedwater treatment to the trough attached to the water jib.  
 
 
     …ooo000ooo… 


